A New View of Responses to First-Time Barefoot Running
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Abstract
We examined acute alterations in gait and oxygen cost from shoe-to-barefoot running in habitually-shod well-trained runners with no prior experience of running barefoot. Thirteen runners completed six-minute treadmill runs shod and barefoot on separate days at a mean speed of 12.5km.h-1. Steady-state oxygen cost in the final minute was recorded. Kinematic data were captured from 30-consecutive strides. Mean differences between conditions were estimated with 90% confidence intervals. When barefoot, stride length and ground-contact time decreased while stride rate increased. Leg-and vertical stiffness and ankle-mid-stance dorsi- flexion angle increased when barefoot while horizontal distance between point of contact and the hip decreased. Mean oxygen cost decreased in barefoot compared to shod running (90% CI -11% to -3%) and was related to change in ankle angle and point-of-contact distance, though individual variability was high (-19% to +8%). The results suggest that removal of shoes produces an alteration in running gait and a potentially-practically-beneficial reduction in mean oxygen cost of running in trained-habitually-shod runners new to running barefoot. However, high variability suggests an element of skill in adapting to the novel task and that caution be exercised in assuming the mean response applies to all runners.
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Introduction
The popularity of barefoot and minimalist-shoe running has been steadily increasing in recent years with articles in the popular media and several web sites [1]. Scientific interest has also increased over the same period with attention focussing on mechanical and energetic differences between shod and barefoot/minimalist-shoe conditions and populations.

From a series of studies, Robbins and colleagues [2-5] proposed a plantar-sensory mediated protective behaviour hypothesis that could be applied to barefoot locomotion. The hypothesis suggested a sensory-feedback loop where the sensation of vertical and horizontal loading triggers impact-avoidance reflexes in the legs. Impact avoidance behaviour is initiated to reduce unpleasant plantar sensations and pain [4]. Applied to barefoot running, the plantar-sensory feedback hypothesis would predict alterations in gait to minimise discomfort. The changes anticipated would be those that would reduce the rate of vertical and horizontal impact loading. Lieberman et al. [6] found habitually-barefoot runners had a three-fold lower peak-impact force and approximately a two-fold lower loading rate compared to habitually-shod runners asked to run barefoot. A difference in typical foot-strike pattern was also observed between the two groups, with all habitually-shod runners adopting a heel strike and 88% of habitually-barefoot runners using a mid/forefoot strike. Theoretically, vertical-and horizontal loading could also be reduced by decreasing the distance between the point of ground contact and the general centre of mass. Reducing this distance could reduce the braking impulse and the magnitude of the associated ground-reaction forces. A decrease in lever arm length by landing closer to the centre of mass could also reduce joint torque and therefore the muscle force required to counteract those torques. Shorter stride length, faster stride rate and reduced ground contact time would also be expected, all of which are characteristic of habitual-barefoot runners compared to shod [6-9]. The differences in gait between habitually-barefoot and habitually-shod runners are consistent with gait alterations that would be expected from the plantar-sensory feedback hypothesis.

It has been suggested that running barefoot might also reduce oxygen cost at any given running speed [10,11] and therefore could theoretically improve performance [12]. Studies comparing running economy in barefoot and minimal shoe versus shod have reported equivocal findings [9-11,13-18]. Five out of eight studies have reported significant reductions in the oxygen cost of running barefoot versus shod [10,11,13,15-17] though the studies had varying degrees of rigor and control.

Two competing hypotheses to explain the reduction in oxygen cost have emerged. The first proposes that reductions in oxygen cost are attributable to removal of the mass of the shoe, which would decrease the energy required to swing the legs [19]. The magnitude of decrease in the oxygen cost of running is suggested by Frederick et al. [19] to be 1% per 100g of mass removed from each foot. The alternative hypothesis proposes that reductions in oxygen cost are attributable to an increased use of stored elastic energy [17]. This increase in stored elastic energy being primarily from the longitudinal arch in the foot and the Achilles tendon [20,21]. In addition to controlling for shoe mass, Perl et al. [17] also controlled stride frequency and foot-strike
type reporting that runners were 2.4% more economical in minimal
footwear (Vibram Five Fingers) than in standard-cushioned running
shoes. The economy advantage of the minimal shoe condition was
attributed to increased storage and return of elastic energy in the
lower extremities, primarily the longitudinal arch of the foot. A
recent study provided further evidence of oxygen-cost reductions
in barefoot-versus-shod running that exceeded magnitudes predicted
by shoe mass removal [22].

While both the shoe-mass-and elastic-energy-storage hypotheses
can be supported by data from different studies, the influence of
gait alterations consistent with barefoot running and expected from
the plantar-sensory feedback hypothesis have not been examined.
Specifically, altered distance from point of contact to centre of
mass has received little attention. Furthermore, the control of
factors confounding comparisons between barefoot and shod
running (shoe mass, stride length, foot-strike pattern and barefoot-
running experience), while increasing internal validity, detract from
ecological validity. Investigation of acute alterations resulting from
simply removing ones shoes and running freely barefoot in runners
new to barefoot running is required. There is also a need to express
any change in oxygen cost between shod and barefoot running in
the context of a pre-determined practically beneficial magnitude of
change. This context is vital to understanding whether there might
actually be any performance benefit. Such context has not been
provided in previous studies on this topic.

The purpose of this study was to examine acute alterations in gait
and oxygen cost of running in well-trained runners new to barefoot
running and to examine the latter in the context of a change associated
with improved running performance. We hypothesised that, as a
result of greater sense of impact: 1. there would be adjustments in the
gait of habitually-shod runners with no prior experience of
running barefoot; Specifically, stride length and contact time would
be reduced and stride rate increased, reducing the distance between
initial foot contact and the hip joint when barefoot and; 2. the steady-
state oxygen cost of running barefoot at a fixed running speed would
be reduced compared to shod. In light of current equivocal findings,
we also examined whether removal of shoe mass and / or gait
adjustments could best account for any change in steady-state oxygen
cost from shod-to-barefoot running.

Method

Subjects

With institutional ethics approval, thirteen well-trained distance
runners (8 male, 5 female) participated. The calibre of runners ranged
from good club to regional representation. All subjects trained at least
5 times per week and none had previous experience of structured/
regular running barefoot. Mean ± standard deviation age, mass,
stature and VO2max were 29 ± 2 years, 58.5 ± 9.3kg, 1.69 ± 0.1m and
5 times per week and none had previous experience of structured/
from good club to regional representation. All subjects trained at least


using a high-speed camera (A602fc-2, Basler, Ahrensburg, Germany) and transferred via fire wire to specialist motion analysis software (Motus 9.0, Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK). Peak ankle-dorsi flexion and knee-flexion angle at mid stance were calculated and leg and vertical stiffness estimated [27] from 10-consecutive strides in the final minute of running. Mean stride rate and length, contact and flight times were determined from 30-consecutive strides in the final minute of exercise. The horizontal distance between initial point of ground contact and the hip marker was also calculated. Foot-striking technique was classified by ankle angle at contact. A dorsiflexion angle at initial impact (a positive angle relative to horizontal) was classified as a forefoot strike and a plantar-flexion angle (negative relative to horizontal) was classified as a forefoot strike [28].

Calculation of the oxygen cost of running: To ensure a valid comparison of the oxygen cost of barefoot and shod running, oxygen cost of the shod trial was expressed relative to body mass including shoe mass so that the relative oxygen cost reflected that of propelling the total mass of the subject including shoes. To account for individual differences in the running speed at which oxygen cost was assessed, the oxygen cost relative to body mass was corrected for speed and expressed as ml·kg−1·km−1 using the following calculation [24]:

\[ \text{ml·kg}^{-1} \cdot \text{km}^{-1} = (\text{ml·kg}^{-1} \cdot \text{min}^{-1} \times 60) \div \text{speed} \]

Statistical analysis

Mean and standard deviation of all response variables were calculated for the shod and barefoot runs. After confirmation of underpinning assumptions, 90% confidence intervals (90% CI) were used to estimate population mean differences between barefoot and shod conditions on all response variables expressed as change from the shod condition in absolute units and as percentage change. Differences in all variables were further examined using a magnitude-based inference approach in relation to a standardised smallest-worthwhile change of 0.2 (standard deviation units) for gait variables [29] and 4% for the oxygen cost of running. The smallest-worthwhile change for the oxygen cost of running was determined a priori and based on the mean reduction resulting from six to nine weeks of plyometric-training in well-trained male runners [30,31], a change that was accompanied by a 2.7% improvement in 3km running performance [31]. The magnitude-based inference approach provides the probability/chance that the true population mean change exceeds or is less than the smallest-worthwhile change. The chosen smallest-worthwhile change for the oxygen cost of running far exceeded the test-retest measurement error of our equipment as reported earlier. Change in oxygen cost from shod to barefoot conditions was also predicted based on removal of shoe mass [19] and compared to actual change in oxygen cost to examine the ‘shoe-mass’ explanation of oxygen cost reduction with barefoot running. Relationships between change in selected gait variables and change in oxygen cost (expressed as a ratio of barefoot to shod) were examined against a smallest-important correlation coefficient of ± 0.1 [29]. Change in foot strike pattern from shod to barefoot condition was simply described as frequencies in each condition. Due to a technical fault with the Opt jump equipment, contact time, flight time, stride rate and stride length data were not recorded in both conditions for some subjects. Only subjects with data from both conditions were included in analysis for the specified variables.

Results

Gait alterations

Changes in gait characteristics and confidence interval estimates of the true change are shown in table 1. In shoes, the majority of runners (9 of 13) landed on their heel. When barefoot, the majority of runners (8 of 13) landed on their forefoot. Four forefoot and four heel strikers did not alter their foot strike pattern between the conditions.

Oxygen cost of running

Mean relative oxygen cost of running was lower in the barefoot condition compared to shod (-14.2ml·kg−1·km−1; 90% CI -22.5 to -5.9ml·kg−1·km−1; -7%; 90% CI -11% to -3%). The likelihood of the true population mean reduction in oxygen cost when barefoot exceeding the smallest-worthwhile reduction associated with improved running performance (4%) was 90%. Variability in response was very large however, ranging from a 19% reduction to an 8% increase in oxygen cost of barefoot compared to shod running. Figure 1 illustrates
individual differences in relative oxygen cost of running between the shod and barefoot conditions and the mean response.

**Relationship between gait change and oxygen cost change**

Figure 2 shows that as the change in horizontal distance between point of initial ground contact and the hip reduced, the ratio of shod-to-barefoot oxygen cost increased. A higher ratio represents a greater decrease in oxygen cost from shod to barefoot; ratios above one indicate a reduction in oxygen cost of barefoot compared to shoe running. Values to the left of the vertical line represent a reduction in the distance between initial point of contact and the hip. There was a negative association between the ratio of shod-to-barefoot oxygen cost and the change in horizontal distance between point of initial ground contact and the hip ($r=-0.41; 90\% \text{ CI } -0.74$ to $-0.08; 86\%$ likely negative association), indicating that a decrease in horizontal distance between point of contact and the hip was related to a decrease in oxygen cost of running from shod to barefoot. There was also a negative association between reduction in oxygen cost shod to barefoot and increase in ankle dorsi-flexion angle at mid stance ($r=-0.43; 90\% \text{ CI } -0.76$ to $-0.06; 87\%$ likely negative association) indicating greater ankle dorsiflexion.

**Figure 2:** The ratio of shod-to-barefoot oxygen cost in the final minute of 6-minute treadmill runs at the same relative intensity in well-trained runners ($n=13$), against reduction in horizontal distance between initial point of contact and the hip. Filled circles indicate runners that changed from heel striking when shod to forefoot striking when barefoot.

**Figure 3:** Individual % change in steady-state oxygen cost from shod to barefoot running in well-trained runners ($n=13$) against the % reduction predicted on the basis of removal of individual shoe mass. The diagonal line of equality represents the position of no difference between actual change and predicted reduction.
at mid stance was related to greater reduction in oxygen cost from shod to barefoot running.

**Shoe-mass effect**

The mean percentage change in actual oxygen cost from shod to barefoot compared to that predicted on the basis of removal of shoe mass were not different but there was substantial individual difference about this mean response (0.0%; 90% CI -4.3 to 4.3%). Despite the actual and predicted mean reductions being similar, figure 3 shows that removing the mass of the shoes did not account for the actual reduction in oxygen cost from shod to barefoot running in any subject as none fell on the line of equality where actual and predicted oxygen uptake were equal. The mean response is therefore misleading.

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to investigate the acute effects of removing shoes on gait characteristics and the oxygen cost of steady-state running in well-trained habitually-shod runners with no prior experience of running barefoot. We also aimed to express any change in oxygen cost in the context of a pre-determined practically beneficial magnitude of change.

Our results suggest that an average reduction in the steady-state oxygen cost of running, of a magnitude resulting from targeted training of 6-8 weeks that also improved performance [30,31], can be gained immediately by removal of shoes in well-trained runners. The likely oxygen cost reduction (~3% to -11%) included the values reported by two previous studies finding statistically significant reductions in oxygen cost with barefoot compared to shod running [15,16]. The likely range marginally excluded the statistically significant reduction (2.4%) recently reported by other authors comparing minimally-shod running to cushioned-shoe running, while accounting for shoe mass and controlling for foot strike pattern [17]. It has been argued that any benefits observed from shoe removal can be explained by the removal of shoe mass [18]. However, in light of significant reductions after controlling for mass and other confounds such as strike type, it has also been argued that altered gait patterns could explain reductions in oxygen cost [17]. The latter suggestion was supported by observed increases in arch strain and Achilles tendon Triceps-Surae Complex length (a proxy for strain energy storage in these structures) [17]. The mean reduction we observed (6.6%) could be explained by the removal of the mean shoe mass (660 g) as suggested by the 1%-per-100 g relationship [18,19]. However, the variability in response we observed (19% reduction to 8% increase in oxygen cost) was large and the 1% rule did not hold true for any of our subjects. The apparent similarity in means is simply an artefact of substantial reductions in excess of those predicted being cancelled out by some equally substantial increases in oxygen cost of barefoot compared to shod running opposing a predicted reduction. It is notable that subjects showing the greatest reduction in oxygen cost when barefoot (far greater than predicted by shoe-mass removal) were also those who switched foot strike pattern from a heel strike in shoes to a forefoot strike when barefoot. The number of those switching strike types was insufficient for a statistical comparison with those that did not. Nonetheless, such variability has also been reported elsewhere [17] and suggests that individual differences in technique alteration when switching from shod to barefoot running could be an important factor that has received little attention to date. It further suggests that changes in technique could result in oxygen cost reductions much larger than can be explained by shoe mass removal. Future work might consider examining less experienced runners to see if similar variability in first-time responses exists. Regardless of the mechanisms explaining the observed mean reductions in the oxygen cost of running, our data suggest that a meaningful reduction, previously linked to improved running performance, can be gained rapidly in some well-trained runners for whom running barefoot is novel. To our knowledge, this is the first study placing oxygen cost changes between shod and barefoot or minimally-shod running into a performance context. However, in light of the large variability in response (some subjects were less economical barefoot), care must be taken in assuming the mean response will apply to all runners.

Our primary aim was to examine acute responses in subjects new to running barefoot to assess changes expected from the plantar-sensory feedback hypothesis, so we did not control for factors such as stride rate, strike type or shoe mass necessary for clear examination of mechanistic explanations. However, we did measure gait variables to characterise the typical-acute alterations. Changes in stride characteristics from shod to barefoot were in agreement with previous studies, namely reduced stride length, increased stride rate and decreased contact time [6-9]. Though the observed average flight time was reduced, it was more variable than other measures resulting in an unclear estimate of the true population effect. In addition, we found leg and vertical stiffness, ankle dorsi-flexion angle and knee-flexion angle at mid stance to be increased in the barefoot condition, and the distance between initial point of ground contact and the hip to be reduced.

It has been suggested that changes in stride characteristics when barefoot arise as a strategy to avoid or to reduce impact force, loading rate and the discomfort associated with both [6]. The changes we and others have reported could be viewed as impact-avoidance strategies. These changes occurred without any prior familiarity with barefoot running, and over a relatively short time course of six minutes, suggesting that plantar-sensory feedback from the bare sole might be an important mediator of the running technique adopted at a fixed-submaximal speed. This lends support to the plantar-sensory feedback hypothesis [2]. Our design could not quantify the time course of such gait change. This will require studies to examine the change in gait characteristics from the beginning and throughout the time course of activity.

Theoretically, the observed gait changes could also serve to reduce the oxygen cost of running. The reduction in contact time could enhance re-utilisation of strain energy stored in the lower leg and longitudinal arch, particularly when viewed in conjunction with the increased leg and vertical stiffness and ankle dorsi-flexion angle we observed at mid stance. The negative relationship we observed between increase in ankle dorsi-flexion angle and reduction of oxygen cost support this suggestion. The reduction in distance between initial point of ground contact and the hip (a strategy that should reduce the likelihood of an impact-force transient) could also theoretically reduce oxygen cost by decreasing braking impulse and joint torques, thus making it less costly to maintain a constant speed. The relationship observed between the change in this distance and the change in oxygen cost supports this suggestion. Together, the two relationships between gait changes and oxygen cost reduction suggest that alteration in running technique could be a factor explaining an acute reduction in oxygen cost of barefoot running. Individual differences in the ability to make acute alterations to technique could indicate an element of skill in initial attempts at running without shoes and provide a possible explanation for the variability in responses that we and others have observed. A recent study reported no differences in economy between running in cushioned shoes and minimal/barefoot shoes at baseline in trained runners, but reported an improvement in economy in the minimal/barefoot shoe compared to the cushioned shoe after training in the minimal shoe for four weeks [32]. This indicates that familiarisation of running in minimal / barefoot shoes might be required and that associated changes in technique over a learning period are important to any improvements in running economy. This supports our suggestion that skill in making technique adjustments to a novel mode of running is an important consideration for future research. It also highlights the importance of examining patterns of variation around mean responses to barefoot running to gain a clearer understanding. Previous studies have tended to overlook this. Future studies might also consider bilateral kinematic analysis as calculation as the centre of mass could add further insight into the effects of gait alteration and its variability.

**Perspectives**

In well-trained distance runners with no experience of running barefoot, removing the shoes resulted in a reduction in the mean oxygen cost of steady-state running of a magnitude shown to benefit running performance. The mean reduction in oxygen cost...
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